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In the past, sanctioned jurisdictions like Venezuela have embraced virtual currency as 
a way to bypass channels that involve U.S. dollars, blunting the impact of U.S. 
economic sanctions policies aimed at isolating those countries from the U.S. financial 
system. 
 
U.S. regulators have moved quickly to limit loopholes that could make unusable 
certain aspects of cryptocurrencies well suited to evade enforcement.[1] 
 
In addition to nation-states using virtual currencies to evade sanctions, terrorist 
groups have shown an interest in using them to finance operations, and transnational 
criminal organizations use cryptocurrencies to facilitate money laundering. 
 
In his final redacted report, former Special Counsel Robert Mueller likewise noted that 
subunits of the General Staff of the Russian Army used “a bitcoin mining operation to 
secure bitcoins used to purchase computer infrastructure used in [2016 foreign 
influence] hacking operations.”[2] 
 
More recently, the National Security Agency has also publicly highlighted that 
cryptocurrency continues to be an enabler of foreign influence operations.[3]  
 
In recent days, U.S. authorities have taken significant coordinated actions to address 
the illicit use of cryptocurrency to evade sanctions and other legal prohibitions, as well 
as to target the underlying infrastructure used to do so — and have signaled their 
resolve to do even more. 
 
On March 2, the U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets 
Control and the U.S. Department of Justice announced parallel actions to address 
violations by two Chinese nationals involved in laundering over $100 million worth of 
stolen cryptocurrency from a cyber intrusion linked to North Korea against a 
cryptocurrency exchange in 2018. 
 
OFAC sanctioned the two Chinese nationals, while the DOJ and several investigative 
agencies — the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Internal Revenue Service, and 
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Homeland Security Investigations — jointly announced both a criminal indictment and a civil forfeiture 
complaint against the same individuals for laundering over $100 million worth of virtual currency.[4] 
 
Similarly, the DOJ has recently signaled its intent to investigate and prosecute technical and human 
facilitators of illicit activities facilitated by cryptocurrency. In February, for instance, the DOJ indicted a 
U.S. national who operated Helix, a bitcoin mixer service designed to allow users to send bitcoin in a 
manner that concealed the source or owner of the bitcoin. 
 
And in January, the DOJ indicted Ethereum developer Virgil Griffith with conspiracy to violate the 
International Emergency Economic Powers Act after he traveled to North Korea to attend the Pyongyang 
Blockchain and Cryptocurrency Conference, where he allegedly discussed “how blockchain and 
cryptocurrency technology could be used by North Korea to launder money and evade sanctions, and 
how the [Democratic People's Republic of Korea] could use these technologies to achieve independence 
from the global banking system.”[5] 
 
Pursuit by enforcement agencies and awareness of the potential evasive use of cryptocurrency, 
however, has not stifled creative attempts to manipulate the U.S. sanctions regime or evade criminal 
laws — with a notable uptick in actions by U.S. government regulators and law enforcement authorities. 
 
In a recently released report, one leading cryptocurrency exchange reported a 49% increase in global 
law enforcement requests (with over 60% originating from U.S. law enforcement agencies) in 2019 as 
compared to 2018.[6] For their part, a broad array of U.S. law enforcement agencies are both placing 
greater internal emphasis on the misuse of virtual currencies and requesting additional resources to 
address them.[7] 
 
In its 2021 budget request, for example, the IRS asked for funds to “support the hiring of 108 special 
agents to conduct more criminal investigations related to cyber and virtual currency.”[8] 
 
Here we briefly examine efforts in certain sanctioned jurisdictions to use cryptocurrencies to evade 
sanctions. We also discuss what efforts businesses can take to limit exposure to cryptocurrency 
sanctions and growing federal investigative agency demands. 
 
North Korea 
 
On Feb. 9, cybersecurity company Recorded Future, which specializes in threat intelligence, released a 
report indicating that North Korea appears to be increasing efforts to mine and embrace cryptocurrency 
in an effort to evade sanctions.[9] Indeed, later that month, on February 22-29, North Korea was set to 
hold its second cryptocurrency conference. 
 
The first conference, in April 2019, allegedly included “explicit discussion of cryptocurrency for sanctions 
evasion and money laundering.”[10] Leading up to the second conference, United Nations sanctions 
experts explicitly warned people to stay far afield from the conference, indicating that attendance alone 
may be considered a violation of sanctions.[11] 
 
The U.N.’s focus on North Korea includes tracking the jurisdiction’s crypto criminal efforts. For example, 
a recent U.N. report indicated that North Korea has generated billions in cyberattacks targeting banks 
and cryptocurrency exchanges.[12] In the report, the U.N. experts said North Korea’s attacks against 
cryptocurrency exchanges allowed it “to generate income in ways that are harder to trace and subject to 
less government oversight and regulation than the traditional banking sector.”[13] 



 

 

The U.N. also accused North Korea of using a Hong Kong-based blockchain firm as a front to launder 
money. The committee found that the blockchain-based shipping and logistics firm was founded by 
North Korean state actors as a shell company, and the funds were originally sourced from online 
extortion efforts that demanded payment in cryptocurrency.[14] 
 
The U.N. described detailed, complicated efforts by North Korea to conceal the criminal activity — 
namely, a method of manipulation that creates thousands of layered transactions through single use 
cryptocurrency wallets. In fact, the U.N. cited one transaction where stolen funds were transferred 
through thousands of separate transactions and routed to multiple countries before finally converting 
the crypto to fiat currency.[15] 
 
The focus on North Korea’s illegal use of cryptocurrency has not been limited to the U.N. For example, 
OFAC’s designation of two Chinese nationals on March 2 for their role in laundering stolen 
cryptocurrency linked to a North Korean state-sponsored malicious cyber group’s 2018 cyber intrusion 
was accompanied by a lengthy press release describing the history of North Korea’s “malicious cyber-
enabled activities.”[16] 
 
OFAC’s release quotes U.N. numbers to prove that “North Korea’s malicious cyber activity is a key 
revenue generator for the regime, from the theft of fiat currency at conventional financial institutions to 
cyber intrusions targeting cryptocurrency exchanges.”[17] 
 
Likewise, the Department of Justice indicted the same two Chinese nationals and filed civil forfeiture 
complaints to seize over $100 million in stolen revenue generated by the theft of cryptocurrency.[18] 
 
In 2018, DOJ also unsealed charges against Park Jin Hyuk, a North Korean national accused of 
cybercrimes against virtual currency exchanges worldwide and assisting with several international 
cyberattacks such as the 2017 WannaCry 2.0 global ransomware attack, the 2016 theft of $81 million 
from Bangladesh Bank, and the 2014 attack on Sony Pictures Entertainment Inc.[19] 
 
North Korea’s pattern of stealing cryptocurrency has expanded to mining cryptocurrency, and all 
indications point to the country’s continued interest in and use of cryptocurrency. Similar to Venezuela’s 
attempt to use the Petro, a state-backed cryptocurrency launched in February 2018 (and quickly muffled 
by sanctions), North Korea has significantly increased its mining of a privacy-oriented currency 
called Monero, which hides transaction information and makes the flow of money difficult to trace.[20] 
 
The troublesome use of Monero was first discovered in 2018, when cybersecurity researchers 
at AlienVault LLC found evidence of malware that infected computers to mine Monero and send it back 
to Kim Il Sung University in Pyongyang.[21] 
 
Iran 
 
The U.S. Department of the Treasury and the U.S. Department of Justice are well aware of Iran’s 
continued interest in cryptocurrency and has reacted to tamp down efforts by individuals in that 
jurisdiction attempting to skirt sanctions. 
 
In November 2018, for example, DOJ unsealed criminal indictments against Iranian individuals who 
deployed ransomware against over 200 targets (including hospitals, the Port of San Diego, and the cities 
of Atlanta and Newark) to collect ransoms in virtual currencies in coordination with OFAC which, for the  



 

 

first time, imposed sanctions on two Iranians who then helped exchange those Bitcoin ransom payments 
into Iranian rial.[22] 
 
Iran continues to embrace crypto, however, even in the face of some adverse developments — both 
enforcement and otherwise. For example, in June 2019, Iran’s power grid was hit by a massive, crypto 
mining induced power surge, which led the Iran Ministry of Energy to declare that power to miners 
would be cut off. But mere months later, Iran officially recognized crypto mining as a legal sector in the 
economy. 
 
Cryptocurrency developers in Iran have also publicly and successfully circumvented U.S. sanctions using 
cryptocurrency — albeit for humanitarian purposes. Volunteer developers established IranRescueBit, 
where people can make crypto donations to help victims of Iran’s devastating floods in the spring of 
2019. By using crypto, donors have sidestepped sanctions that have allegedly prohibited other 
international donations to Iranian nongovernmental organization.[23] 
 
IranRescueBit directors have said they intend to convert the crypto donations to fiat using local 
exchanges, and then send that currency to Iranian-based humanitarian organizations. Thus, although 
the intent is good, the implication is clear—crypto can and is currently being used to circumvent 
sanctions. 
 
Iran is also benefiting from coordination with other jurisdictions. In 2017, the Swedish government 
allowed a blockchain startup, Brave New World Investments AB, to use a bitcoin account to trade in 
equities on the Tehran Stock Exchange.[24] The startup was initially blocked by Swedish banks because 
of the potential implications for their U.S. operations. 
 
In 2018, Iranian and Russian blockchain industry participants agreed to cooperate in developing Iran’s 
blockchain industry, with a specific nod to addressing challenges arising from sanctions.[25] In 2019, 
Iran’s Trade Promotion Organization held talks with eight countries to “start ... a new chapter in its 
international monetary transactions to circumvent U.S.-led sanctions,” by using cryptocurrency.[26] 
 
Finally, speculation abounds that Iran’s lack of military might could be counteracted by an onslaught of 
cyber aggression and embrace of digital currency in economically-driven efforts, which is supported by 
the fact that Iranians began buying Bitcoin at a premium shortly after the January 2020 tensions 
between the U.S. and Iran escalated.[27] 
 
Defensive Efforts and Compliance 
 
The potential misuse of cryptocurrency to avoid sanctions is worrisome for entities striving for 
compliance, but still struggling to ramp up to understand the many facets of this asset class. 
 
As a starting point, the U.N. has recommended the following: (1) member states should regulate 
cryptocurrency exchanges; (2) cryptocurrency exchanges should expand their current AML obligations to 
meet the same standards as banks; and (3) financial institutions should take independent steps to 
protect against North Korean cyber activities. 
 
For compliance-oriented financial services entities, particularly those that deal closely with digital assets, 
knowing how to tailor a compliance program to operate successfully in this space can be tricky. As 
technology increases, and national security risks within the crypto ecosystem, including foreign nations 



 

 

who engage in activities such as mining and training younger developers, financial services entities 
should consider employing the following standards: 

• Creating a dialogue with law enforcement and regulatory agencies on threat actors, 
methods and patterns; 

• Adhering to strict know-your-customer measures for all users, including enhanced due diligence 
where warranted; 

• Implementing reasonable anti-money laundering procedures including transaction monitoring, 
detection, and suspicious activity reporting; 

• Deploying pattern assessment, particularly with transfers involving external, unhosted wallets, 
along with potentially limiting such transfers or increasing scrutiny of them; 

• Assessing geographic risk exposure, such as identifying those transactions in proximity to or 
affiliated with a sanctioned jurisdiction; 

• Understanding and continuously aggregating cryptocurrency-specific red flags for use in 
monitoring transactions and personnel;[28] 

• Understanding evolving risks, including new crypto users, sanctioned or suspicious addresses, 
darknet websites, and shell websites; 

• Maintaining proactive communication with regulators after attacks and/or any kind of exposure, 
and taking immediate steps to prevent or contain the damage (e.g., freezing assets of 
sanctioned entities and blocking related malicious transactions); 

• Using a feedback loop to analyze data, suspicious activity, breaches, and other meaningful 
events to refine the program over time; 

• Maintaining robust documentation of issues and incidents and providing adequate and 
continuing training to relevant staff; 

• Considering the use of filters that go beyond checking whether specific addresses are on 
sanctions lists, as parties may control other addresses within the same wallet. Similarly, ideally 
funds would be traced through the blockchain to be sure there was no interaction with 
sanctioned addresses or addresses from sanctioned jurisdictions;[29] and 

• Implementing rigorous and continuous methods of identifying parties who have transacted, or 
are transacting, with sanctioned entities.[30] 

For preventing state-run activities, cryptocurrency exchanges or other similar participants should 
consider added financial intelligence, which would include personnel with specific training in criminal 
investigations or intelligence. 
 
They should know — or find out before facilitating a transaction — whether and why their customers 
are using cryptocurrency, particularly if cryptocurrency supports an underlying aspect of the business 
(e.g., website maintenance) so the exchange can help appropriately identify monetary flows. 
 



 

 

Reviewing prior law enforcement or regulatory legal process or requests for information and identifying 
any challenges form cryptocurrency use. 
 
Guidance from the Financial Action Task Force and the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network has 
expanded the application of the Travel Rule, an anti-money laundering obligation, to virtual currency, 
and these expanded requirements go into effect in June.[31] 
These rules would mandate the application of many of the recommendations listed above. In addition, 
the growing interest by federal investigative agencies and prosecutors in illicit use of cryptocurrencies — 
and overt coordination with the Department of Treasury — signals that many of the recommendations 
outlined in the Travel Rule may become a de facto set of requirements across the federal government. 
 
But the inherent differences between conventional platforms and cryptocurrency platforms, especially 
in light of the pseudonymous nature of wallet addresses, makes compliance with such 
recommendations exceptionally challenging for Financial Services clients who deal with virtual currency. 
 
Thus, crypto participants must grapple with potential solutions to best implement compliance protocols 
that will both practically ensure the security of their assets, the legality of their operations, and 
compliance with relevant regulatory requirements. 
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